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FUNCTIONS OF MEASURES AND 
A VARIATIONAL PROBLEM OF THE TYPE OF 
THE NONPARAMETRIC MINIMAL SURFACE 
JOZEF KACUR—Jlftl SOUCEK 
Introduction 
Let us define the functional 
J(u, Q)= f(uXl, ... uXN) âx 
Ja 
on the space W\(Q), where / is a continuous, non-negative, convex function 
defined on EN, for which there holds 
f(x)^C(l + \x\), xeEN. 
Let us consider the following variational problem: given any function u0e W\(Q), 
to find the function u eu0+ W\(Q) such that J(u)= inf J(v). 
V €Uo+w\ 
Since the ball in the space W\ is not weakly compact, direct methods cannot 
usually be used here. However, it is possible to look for the minimum on a larger 
space of functions Wl(Q)z> W\(Q), which does have a compact ball in a weak* 
topology (for the definition and properties of the space Wl the reader is referred to 
[7], the results from this work will be often used in this paper). There remains the 
problem to extend the functional J by any natural (and reasonable) way to the 
whole space Wl (resp. to the space W\ + W]). Such a problem was investigated in 
[8], there are two posibilities of such extending: 
F((u, a), *Q) = inf {lim J(un, Q); 
n—*°o 
un^(u,a) in Wl,uneW\} 
for (u, a)e Wl and 
Fi((w, a), Q) = 'mi {Jim J(un, Q); 
n—*a*> 
un-~(u, a) in W\, une(u,a)+ Wl, un e W\} 
for (u,a)eW\+Wl 
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It is possible to prove that Fi = F = J on W\ and that F is weak* lower 
semicontinuous on Wj (resp. Fi is weak* lower semicontinuous in u0+ V î for all 
u0eW\) — see [8]. 
The functional F is of interest because it is the greatest (in the sense of values) 
extension of J on Wl which is weak* lower semicontinuous (the same is true for Fi 
on w0+ V î, u0e W\). 
Now (as in [8] for a more general case) we can find in the usual way the solution 
of our variational problem for the functionals F and F-. 
The handling with these functionals F, Fi is difficult, for their definitions are very 
abstract. The aim of this work is to express the functional F analytically by means 
of a "function of measures" (see Sec. 1) and to investigate on this base the 
functional F and the corresponding variational problem. In Section 1 (§ 1 and § 2) 
we define the function of measures f(a, A), which is again measure, there is proved 
the weak lower semicontinuity of the measure f(a, A) with respect to a (in some 
sense), further, we prove there the possibility of integral representation 
/ (a ,A)(E) = | E / ( g , ^ ) d v , E<=Q, v = |a |+A 
and other properties of a function of measures. 
In section 2, § 3 there is shown the analytic expresion of the functional F (there A 
denotes the Lebesque measure) 
F ( (w ,a ) , f l ) = / (a ,A)(f l ) 
and other explicit expressions for F. 
In § 4 there is proved the main result, F = FU from which, among others, two 
important consequences follow: 
1) If u e W\ is the solution of our variational problem on the space W\, then it is 
also the solution of the same variational problem in the extending formulation 
with the functional F on the space W^. 
2) If u e Wl is the solution of the extending variational problem with the 
functional F on the space Wl and with the boundary condition w'eL i (8f l ) , 
then the paradox situation F((u, a), fl)< inf J(u, A) , the trace of 
u e W j 
(u,a)is equal to u', cannot happen. It means that the variational problem with 
the functional F on the space Wl is a reasonable one in some sense. 
By means of results from § 3 and § 4 we prove in § 5 the unicity of the solution of 
this variation problem and in § 6 the maximum principle. 
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Notation 
/ — a continuous function, which is non-negative and convex on EN and for 
which there holds the growth condition 
/ ( n ) ^ C ( l + |fl|), aeEN. 
C — a constant depending only on the function / and 
\a\ = \at\ + ... + \aN\. 
X — a compact set in EN. 
LM(X) — the space of all Borel a-additive measures a , which are defined on X 
with norm ||a||LM(x) = | a | (X)<oo, where \a\ is the total variation of a. 
In the space LM(X) we shall define the weak convergence by 
an-^a in L„(X) iff I (Dda„—> f cp da for all cp e C(X) 
LM(X) = [L^(X)]
N — the space of iV-tuples of measures a = (a-, ..., aN) with the 
norm |a | (X) , | a | = | a i | + ... + |aiv| and with the weak convergence defined as the 
weak convergence in each component. 
A — fixed non-negative measure from L^(X). 
ffi — the family of all Borel subsets of EN. 
®(X)={Ee®\ E<=X}. 
Li(X, v) — the space of all Borel functions, which are integrable by the measure 
veLM(X), v ^ O . 
I. A function of measures 
§ 1. Definition of the function of measures 
and its weak semicontinuity 
Definition 1. For a eEN, b>0 let us set 
f(a,b)=f(^b, 
f(a, 0) = limf(a, b). 
b—»(J 
r/ \ t(CW 
R e m a r k 1. With regard to the convexity of / , the expression is 
nondecreasing as r —> <» and hence lim exists. Thus, f(a, 0) is well-defined for 
r—»oo Y 
each a eEN. 
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Theorem 1. 
1) f(a,b)^C(\a\ + \b\) for all aeEN, b^O. 
2) f(ka,kb) = kf(a,b) for all aeEN, b^O, k^O, i.e. f(0,0) = 0. 
3) The function f is continuous on ENx (0, o°). 
4 ) / ( 2 f l " 2 ^ ' ) ̂  2 / ( f l " bi) Provided ]>/*,-, ̂ bi are convergent, where ateEN, 
V i = l i = l ' i = l i = l i = l 
b^O, i = l , 2 , ... 
5) |/(fli, b)-f(a2, b\^C\ax-a2\ for all au a2eEN, b^O. 
Proof. Assertions 1) and 2) are evident. First we shall prove 4). Let e > 0 be 
a positive number. Let us choose E, > 0 such that 2£« <£- There exists 6 > 0 such 
i = l 
that for 0 < 77 < 6 there holds 
/ii-.,iM*/(i««.i-'«+».)+--. 
v i = l i = l I x i = l i = l ! 
There exist <5i>0, i = l, 2, ... such that _£<5i<<5 and 
f(ai,bi + di)^f(ai,bi) + £i for i = l,2, ... 
From the convexity of / we conclude 
/ (i«. iM«/ (i-«. i*«+i5')+*= 
i = 1 i = 1 y i = 1 i = 1 i = l ' 
- ' ( ^ ^ + S & £ T J ; + - ) ^ + * > + £ S 
,__+__//_£i_\ + _ _ t * 2 _ \ / ( - - - -—) + ...) 2(ft, + &) + £« V s ^ + .S,)7 lft, + 6,) 2(ft, + 6,)/y lft2 + 62/ /
 v " 
^i/(^-+^-)(6i+<5i) + e = i/(««.^+*) + ̂  
-S _ / ( « , , ft,)+ 2e, 
i = l 
from which the assertion 4) follows. 
Now we prove the assertion 3). If 
a„-»0, bn^>b, a,aneEN, b,bn^0, 
then 
f(an, bn)=f(a+an-a, bn + 0)^f(a, bn)+f(an-a, 0), 
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f(a, bn)=f(an+a-an, bn + 0)^f(an, bn)+f(a-an, 0). 
These inequalities imply 
\f(an,bn)-f(a,bn)\^C\a-an\. 
Using the continuity of / , we obtain \f(a, bn)-f(a, fc)|-->0, from which the 
assertion 3) follows. The assertion 5) can be proved by reason of the assertion 1). 
Definition 2. Let us set 
.'*(.£)=- {{E.}:=i; 
EinEj = 0 for each /-£/, u F , = F , Ete^} 
for each E effi(X). Suppose a =(ax, ..., aN)eL"(X). 
For E effl(X) let us define 
/ ( a , A ) ( F ) = sup 2f(a(Ei),k(Ei)), 
( E , } e t f ( E ) i = l 
R e m a r k 2. The correctness of this definition follows from the consequence of 
Theorem 6. In definition 2 it is evidently sufficient to consider the supremum only 
on the finite decompositions of the set E. 
Lemma 1. Suppose Eeffl(X), {Et}, {F,} eM(E) and let us assume that the 
decomposition {F}} is more fine than {F,}. Then 
jj(a(E,), A(E,)) ^ jj(a(F,), A(F,)). 
i = l 7 = 1 
Proof . From the assertion 4) of Theorem 1 we conclude 
/(a(.Ei), A(S))=i 2 / ( a (F , ) ,A(F , ) ) , i = l,2, ... 
Adding i = 1, 2, ... we obtain Lemma 1. 
Theorem 2. 
1) / ( a , A ) ( F ) ^ C ( | a | ( F ) + A(F)) /ora11Fe^(X) ,w/ ie re | a | = | a i | + ... + \aN\. 
2) f(ka, kk)(E) = kf(a,X)(E) for all k^O, E e®(X). 
3) / ( a , A ) e L „ ( X ) , / ( a , A ) ^ 0 . 
4) Suppose au ..., a f c eL"(X), tu ..., tk^0, tx+ ... + tk = l. Then 
k k 
/(2to.A)*.Sí/(a.,A). 
V i = l / ł = l 
5) \f(au A ) - / ( a 2 , k)\^C\ax-a2\ for all au a 2 £ L * ( X ) . 
Proof. Assertions 1) and 2) follow from Theorem 1. Now we shall prove the 
a-additivity of the set function f(a, A) on the ring ffi(X) of Borel subsets of X. 
Suppose Eeffi(X), {Fx}, {At}eM(E). Let us put Ek = AinEk. 
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With respect to Lemma 1 we have 
oo oo oo 
2/(«(A«), A(A«))< 2/(a(E . . ) ,A(EL))«2/(a, . l)(E . . ) 
i = l i,Jfc = l * = 1 
and thus f(a, k)(E)^f(a, k)(Ek). 
i = l 
Now we prove the reverse inequality. Let e > 0 be given. Let us take ek>09 
00 
2** <£• There exist the decompositions {Ek}7=\e
rM(Ek), k = 1,2,... such that 
* = i 
/(a,A)(E..)*£/(a(Ei),A(Ei.)) + &, A: = 1,2, ... 
i = l 
so 
Then 2 / ( « . * ) ( B . ) * 
fc = l 
86 £ ( £/(«(£*)> A (£*>) + ft « / ( a , A )(E) +1-. 
A: = 1 Vi = l / 
Further, f(a9b)^0 implies / (a , A)^0. 
Using Theorem 1 we prove the assertion 4). Suppose Ee£ft(X). Then 
k oo k k 
f ( ]>>„ A)(E) = sup 2 / (Ifia.(E,), 2>A(E«)U 
/ = 1 . {E,}ert(E) i = l x / = l / = 1 { 
oo fc 
* sup 2 2>/(a,(E,),A(E,))=£ 
{E,}e.tf(E) i = l / = 1 
it * k 
« 2 * SUP S/(a,(E l),A(E,))=2<i/(«..A)(E). 
/ = 1 ( E ; ) € » ( E ) l - l 1-1 
For the proof of the assertion 5) we suppose EeS8(X), {E,} e'M(E). 
With regard to Theorem 1 and the preceding assertion we conclude 
|/(a,(E,), A(E,))-/(a2(E,), A(E,))|=S 
sSC|a.(E,)-a2(E,) |s .C|a.-a2 | (E,) , i = l ,2, . . . , 
| /(a. ,A)-/(a2 ,A)|(E) = 
= sup £| /(a l ,A)(E i)- /(a2 ,A)(E,) |< 
{E,}erf(E) i = l 
^ sup ^C\al-a2\(Ei) = C\al-a2\(E). 
{E,}e:*?(E) i = l 
Theorem 3. Suppose a =(ai , ..., aN)eL"(X) and denote 
<? = {<'>i}T-\; <ot e C(EN)9 tQi^O, ^o)i = 1 
I i = l 
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Then we have 
(pd/(a,A)= sup X / ( <P<*>ida, cpcoidl), 
Jx W e a i - l V J x J x ' 
/or each cp e C(X), cp^O. 
It is clear that it is sufficient to consider the supremum only on finite 
decompositions of the unit. 
Remark 3. Especially for cp = 1 we obtain an equivalent definition of the 
function of measures 
f(a,X)(E)= sup 2 / ( coida, cot dk) , 
{u>i}eoi = l ^ JE JE / 
where E is an arbitrary compact EczX. 
Proof. Suppose {cou ..., com, 0, ...} ea, 
K = max (Ha.Hi^x), ||A||LM(X), max |<p|). 
X 
Let e > 0 be fixed. There exists a finite decomposition {Eu ..., Er, 0, ...} e
rM(X) 
such that sup cp(x)cOi(x)— inf cp(x)cOi(x)<e for each i,/. Let us denote a^ — 
xeEj x e E, 
= inf cp(x)cOi(x). 
x eEj 
Then the assertions 
2 a " = 2 m * ^ ^ ^ i n * 2 ^ ^ = inf (D, 
<poл da -^aцa^Ej) 
Jx / = ! 
:KE hold. 
Let 6(e) be the module of continuity of / on (-K, K)N x (0, K) (i.e. g((xu 
Ai), (JC2, A2))<<5 implies g(f(xu Ai), /(JC2, A2))<£ for all xu x2e (-K,K)
N, Ai, 
A 2 e < 0 , K » . 
Then we have 
m , r r \ m r r 
(D 2 / (Jx <?<«•
 d«> Jx <P<* Mj^f (2«</«(e,), ]>>„*(£,))+ 
+ md(Ke)^aiif(a(El), ^.(E,)) + m6(Ke)^ 
« . l 
^ ^ inf <D 7(«(E/) , A(E,)) + m<5(K*0^ 
^^intq>-f(a9k)(E,) + md(Ke)*£ f (p d/(a,A) + m6(Kf). 
/ E, Jx 
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Now, we shall prove an inequality reverse to that of (1). There exists a decomposi-
tion {Eu .-., H«, 0 , . . . } G 3 8 ( X ) such that 
sup q — mi q< — , i = l , ..., m, 
Ei Ei 3 
f < p d / ( a , A ) < 2 s u p q p / ( a ( E , ) , A ( E , ) ) + e, 
J x j Ej 
since / ( a , A ) e L^ (X) . 
Let us denote ai = sup q + e/3. There measures a , A are regular. There exist 
compacts Ft a Ei such that 
f q d/(a, A ) < 2> / (a (F,), A (F,)) + 2E . 
Jx i 
Similarly, there exist disjoint open sets GL =>F, satisfying a, — e < q(x) < a , for each 
x e Gi, i = 1, ... m, 
| a | ( G i - F i ) < — , A ( G , - F i ) < — 
m m 
and 
(2) f Vd/(a,A)<2«i/(a(G,),A(G.)) + 3e. 
Jx i 
There exist an e C(EN) such that 
o)i = 1 on F,, supp a)i cz Gi, 0 ^ un ^ 1. 
Then we conclude 
I f I I f 
a,-a(Gj) — (Da>i da ^ (a, - qp) da + 
I Jx | IJFJ 
i f I e 
+ (ai-q(Oi)da \^e |a | (F , ) + (K + e ) — 
IJG,-F, I m 
I f I ^ 
k-A(Gi) - <pa>, dA -^EA(Fi) + (K + e) — 
I Jx I m 
(3 ) aiA(Gi)- J (po>i dA ̂ 0 . 




= ^ / ( J cpuh da +<iia(Gi)— \ cpm da, I <pco, dA + 
+ ajA(d) — I cp(Oi dA j ^ 
^ E/ ( f <P<"' d a > f <?"* d A ) + ^ / ^ ( G - ) ~ 
— I cptOi da, ciiX(Gi)— I q)(Oi dA I ^ 
^ E / ( l<P«>i d«> Jx<P<"' dA) + gCe( |a | (F i ) + A(Fl)) + 
+ 2(K + g ) ^ " / f ^ d a > f ^ d A ) + C f - 4 ( K + .s). 
m «=i vJx Jx 1 
m 
Adding the function 1 — ]>/o. we shall complete the system of functions coi, ..., 
i = l 
a>m to the decomposition of the unit. Using (2) we obtain the required inequality. 
Theorem 4 (Jensen's inequality). Suppose a eLN(X), q> e C(X), cp^O.Thenwe 
have 
/( { cpdа, [ <pdA)<í фd/(a,Л 
Proof. Jensen's inequality is a consequence of the previous Theorem if we 
consider the following decomposition of the unit 
{ l , 0 , 0 . . . } e a . 
It is possible to prove Jensen's inequality directly without using Theorem 3. 
From definition 2 we see that f(a(E), X(E))^f(a, A)(F) for all E e®(X). Then 
we proceed as in the proof of Theorem 3, where we estimate Riemann's integrals 
by Riemann's sums. 
Theorem 5, The mapping 
aeLN(X)-*f(a,X)eLll(X) 





( (Dd/(a,A)^lim f (Dd/(a„,A) 
Jx n^°° Jx 
for each cp e C(X), cp^O. 
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R e m a r k 4. Especially for cp = 1 we conclude that an-^a in L*(X) implies f(a, 
A)(X)^ l im/ (a r t , A)(X). 
Proof. If q?eC(X), (D^O, {(DU ..., <om, 0 , . . .}ea , then 
2 / ( I <P">« da , J cp(Oi dAJ = 2 lim / ( I <pw. da„, I (Da>. dA) = 
= lim V / ( (pro, da„, cpco, dA) ^Hm (D d/(a„, A) 
„_>« v v Jx Jx / n^°° Jx 
because of Theorem 3. 
2. Equivalent definitions for the functions of measures 
In accordance with Bourbaki [4] let us state. 
Definition 3. Suppose a = (au ..., aN)eL*(X) and let v eLM(X), v ^ O b e such 
that the measures au ..., aN, A are absolutely continuous with respect to the 
measure v (such measure v exists, for example v = \a\ +A). Let us denote by 
dax da* dA 
— , . . . , - r - , — G L I ( X , v) 
dv dv dv 
the densities of the measures ax, ..., aN, A with respect to the measure v. This 
notation will be used in the following. For E e f (X) in [4] is defined 
or equivalently 
/,-«««.»-£-/(£.£)*. 
for all cp e C(X). 
R e m a r k 5. In Bourbaki [4] a composed function of measure is defined in 
a somewhat more general way. He considers a continuous, non-negative, positively 
homogeneous function 
g(xu ...,xN),xeEN (g:EN-+R) 
satisfying 
\g(xu ..., xN)\ ^ C( |*i | + ... + \xN\). 
Suppose at, ..., aNeLtl(X). Let us take a non-negative Borel measure v such that 
ai, ..., aN are absolutely continuous with respect to v. Then they define 
g(au --.,aN)(E) = j^g (^ , . . . , ^ d v , Ee®(X) 
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and it is proved in [4] that the above integral has a sense and that the defined 
measure is independent of the choice of the measure v. 
The main result of this paragraph is the following 
Theorem 6. Suppose 
a = (au ..., aN)eL"(X). 
Then 
/(a,A) = /*(a,A) in L„(X). 
C o n s e q u e n c e . If the measures au ..., aN are absolutely continuous with 
respect to A, then for v = A we deduce 
Jx<pd/(a,A) = J v«P/(^,...,^)dA, V 6C(X), 
i.e. 
d/(a,A) / d a i da N 
dA 
,aai aaN \ . 
=/(ďT'-'-ďT) i n L , ( X ' A ) -
Thus in this case the definition of the function of measures coincides with the 
definition of the composed function. 
R e m a r k 6. Suppose that ai = a\-\-a\, i = \, ..., IV are decompositions of the 
measures au ..., aN, where a\,a\ are absolutely continuous and singular parts of a, 
with respect to the measure A. 
There exists F0e$ft (X) such that 
\a\\(X-Eo) = 0 foreach i = l, ...,IV, A(Eo) = 0. 
From the preceding Theorems and Definitions we conclude 
f(a, A )(X) = f(a, A )(X - E0) + f(a, A )(E0) = 
= / ( a r , A ) ( X - E 0 ) + / (a
s ,A)(£o) = 
= / ( a r ,A) (X) + / (a s ,A) (X) 
i.e. 
(4) / ( a , A ) ( x ) . .£ / ( ^^ + ^ / ( ; ^l ,o)d |a- | . 
Proof of T h e o r e m 6. It is sufficient to prove that f(u,X)(Y) = f*(a,X)(Y), 
where Y is an arbitrary compact set, Y c X . Suppose {Ei} e(Jft(Y). 
Owing to Jensen's inequality (see [2]) 
?«-«).w»-?t"(i£*'-tS-')« 
and hence 0 ^ / ( a , A) (Y)^ /* (a , X)(Y). 
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By reason of this inequality we deduce that the measure / ( a , A) is absolutely 
continuous with respect to the measure /* (a , A). With regard to the definition of 
/* (a , A ) we have that the measure /* (a , A ) is absolutely continuous with respect to 
the measure v. Let us set 
h=m<bMeLl(x,V). 
dv 
The above inequality implies that 
i da dA 
- /úa UA \ 
0ss/lí£'(ď7'ď7)' v - a e o n X -
Now let us assume that h <f I -r~, — ' o n a s e t o f a positive measure v. Then there 
J Vdv dv' 
exist e>0 and E0effl(X) satisfying 
v(F o )>0, 
_ . da dA \ ,_, 
h<n^Tvr
e v-*eonE°-
With respect to Luzin's Theorem (see [3]) there exists Ei e &(X) such that Ex a E0, 
dai daN dA . _ 
v ( E i ) > 0 and the functions — , ..., -j—, -p are continuous inE,. 
With respect to the regularity of the measure v we can take a closed subset 
E2czEl with v(F 2 )>0 . 
There exists a point Jt 0eF 2 such that v(F„)>0 for Fn=E2 n \\x — JC0| ^ — (see 
I n j 
Remark 7). 
dai da/v dA 
With regard to the continuity of the functions -7—, ..., ——, — on the compact 
E2 and owing to the continuity of /, we conclude 
1 f dai J da,, . 1 f dA dA / , 
/ I 7 v — dv->—(so) , ^ " - ^ T " ^ ) , n-->oo 
v(Fn) JFn dv dv v(Fr t)JFn dv dv 
(5) 
{T7 v / (-7-, j - ) dv > / ( — (x0), — (x0)) . 
v(Fn) JFn vdv dv/ «̂ ~ \dv dv 
From the definition of the measure f(a, A) we obtain 
-I .* d - i j(M) d —' <*>• 
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We divide this inequality by v(F„) and apply the homogenity and continuity of 
the function / . Then by the limiting process we deduce 
which is a contradiction. 
Thus h=f f — , — | in Li(X, v) and hence 
/ ( a , A ) = / * ( a , A ) . 
R e m a r k 7. For completness we shall prove the following assertion. Let E czX 
be a compact and suppose 
veL„(X) , v ( E ) > 0 , v ^ O . 
Let us denote B(x, r)= {y eEN; \x — y\^r}. 
Then there exists a point x0 e E such that v (Fn ) > 0 for Fn = E n B I x0, — \, n = 1, 
2, ... 
We put Mn = {xeE; v (EnB ( * , - ) ] > o J . 
From v ( E ) > 0 we deduce that MnJ=0 for n = 1, 2, ... 
We can easily verify the inclusion Mn IDM„+i, n = 1, 2, ... 
CO CO 
There exists x0e f)Mn and hence x0 e f~l -Hi • 
n = l n = l 
We shall prove some further properties of the measure / ( a , A). From now on 
throughout we shall assume this section that A is the Lebesque measure in En. We 
shall use the canonical imbedding Li(X, X)aLil(X) defined by (see [7]) 
u e L i ( X , A ) — a e L ^ X ) , 
a(E)= [ u dA forall Ee®(X). 
Theorem 7. Suppose Eeffi(X), X(E)>0, then 
f(a,k)(E)= sup ZHa&^HEi)). 
{E()e#(E) i - 1 
A(H f)>0, « = 1,2, ... 
Proof. Let us denote K = max (\a \(E), X(E)) and let e0>0 be fixed. Let us take 
£i >0, i = 1, 2, ... with ^Te, <c 0 . Owing to the uniform continuity of the function / 
i = l 
on ( - K , K)N x (0, K) there exist 6, > 0 , i = 0 , 1, ... with ^di<60 such that for 
« = i 
a., a2eEN, b\, b2>0 we obtain 
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(6) if \al-a2\ + \b1-b2\^di, then \f(aubl)-f(a2,b2)\^et, 
i = 0 , l , . . . 
There exists a decomposition {E.}n=oe'#(E) for which 
£/(o(JS.), A(E, ) )>/ (o , A) (£) - f 0 . 
, =0 
In accordance with Lemma 1 we can assume that the decomposition {Ei}T=o is 
sufficiently fine and (after suitable relabelling) satisfies 
(7) | a | (Eo)<o 0 , A(F0)<6o, A(Ho)>0. 
By induction we find a sequence of disjoint Borel sets F„czF0, n = l, 2, ..., 
satisfying 
(8) A(F„)>0, A(F„)<<5„, | a | (F„)<6„ , rc = l , 2 , . . . 
It is sufficient to take into account that A is the Lebesque measure ax, ..., aN are 
a-additive measures and to use Remark 7. From (6), (7), (8) we conclude 
i / ( a ( E , ) , A(F , ) )^ / ( a , A)(F)-2E 0 , 
i = l 
X / ( a ( £ / u F ( ) , A(E ,uF . ) )^ / ( a , A ) ( E ) - 2 e 0 - 5> , . 
, = 1 , = 1 
Finally it suffices to add 
/ ( a ( E o - L J F , ) , A ( E o - U F , ) ) ^ 0 
to the left-hand side of the above inequality. 
Theorem 8. Suppose A (X) > 0, a eL"(X). Then there exist function un = (un, 
..., un) € L?(X,A), n = l, 2, ... such that u„—a in L?(X), / ( a ,A) (X) = 
lim f /(w„)dA(jc). 
R e m a r k 8. Taking into account the Remark 4 and the consequence of 
Theorem 6, we obtain a further equivalent definition of the measure / ( a , A) if 
A ( X ) > 0 : 
/ (a ,A)(X) = inflinLf f(un(x)) dX(x), 
n^°° Jx 
where the infimum is taken over all the sequences {un}n=i satisfying uu u2, 
... eL?(X, A), w„—a in L"(X). 
Proof. From Theorem 7 and Lemma 1 it follows that there exist decompositions 
{E?}7=i e M(X), n = l,2, ... satisfying 
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(9) A(E?)>0, d i a m ( E 7 ) ^ - for each i ,n = l , 2 , ..., 
n 
(10) S / ( a ( E 7 ) , A ( E 7 ) ) ^ / ( a , A ) ( X ) » i . 
For each n = 1, 2, ... let us denote 
Mrt(x) = " _ ' for x e E 7 , £ = 1,2,. . . 
A ( i i i ) 
These vector functions belong to L?(X, A), because 
s2>l<B?>«l«Kx><»-
( = 1 
With respect to the definition of / and from (10) we deduce 
- S/(O(E;), W ) W ( a , 1)(X). 
Now we prove that u„-^a in L*(X). Suppose (D e C(X). For n = 1, 2 , . . . let us set 
cpn(x)=f rMkdHy) for JceE?, i = l , 2 , . . . 
j E j
n AytLi) 
From the uniform continuity of cp on X and from (9) we obtain cpn-+cp in C(X) 
and hence 
Jx<p„„dA=2L„*x§^ = 
II. Application of the function of measures 
in the calculus of variation 
We shall consider a bounded domain Q czEN with the boundary dQ of the class 
C1 (see [7], [8]). We recapitulate for the reader the definition and some basic 
properties of the space Wl(£2) (for details see [7]). 
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Wl(Q) is the space of all (IV + l)-tuples (u, au ..., aN) for which 
i) ueLi(Q), au ..., aNeLM(i2), 
ii) there exists a measure ft eL^(3Q) such that 
q)Vidp=\ uq)Xidx+\ cp dat, i = l,...,N 
Jda Jax Ja 
holds for all q? eCl(Q), where v = (vi, ..., vN) is the normal exterior of 3Q. 
The measure ft, which is uniquely determined by (u, at), will be called the trace 
of the element (u, at). The norm in W\(Q) is defined by 
||(M,a l)||Wi=||M||£.1(a)+2|oi|(fl). 
i = l 
By Wl(Q) we denote the subspace of all elements of W^(Q) with the trace ft = 0. 
The measure 
N 
aveLli(BQ), av = 2
v*«i|a« 
1 = 1 
is called the side of the element (u, at)e Wl(Q), where the obvious definition of 
the measure v,-a(-|aa(Vi e C(dQ), a, | 3 0 is the restriction of a, on 3Q) has been used. 
The measure ft° = ft — av is called the inner trace of (u, a.). It is proved in [7] that 
(t°eLi(dQ). For each (u, at)e W^(Q) there exists {w„}r=i, un e W\(Q) such that 
uncp dx->\ uq) dx, I un>xfp dx-+ I cp daz 
Ja Ja Ja Ja 
(i = h...,N) 
for all q)eC(Q), i.e., Wl(Q) is the completion of W\(Q) in this convergence 
(weak* convergence). The ball in W\(Q) is compact with respect to this weak* 
convergence (contrary to the space W\(Q)). 
§3 .F ( (« , a ) ,12 )= / ( a ,A) ( i2 ) 
The main result of this paragraph is Theorem 9. Then we present some 
consequences of this Theorem. 
Theorem 9. For (u, a)eWl(Q) 
F((u,a),Q)=f(a,X)(Q). 
Proof. We recall that in [8] it is proved that F = J on the space W\(Q). The 
consequence of Theorem 6 implies that 
f(a,X)(Q) = J(u,Q) for (u, a)e W\(Q). 
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From Remark 4 on the semicontinuty we deduce that for (un, an),(u, a)e Wl such 
that (un,an) — (u,a) in Wj f(a,k)(Q) ^ lim f(an,X)(Q) holds, i.e. the 
functional / ( • , k)(Q) is weakly lower semicontinuous in Wl and hence / ( a , k)(Q) 
^ F((u, a) , £ ) for all (u, a) e Wl(Q). 
The Proof will be divided into three parts, in which we shall prove the reverse 
inequality 
(11) f(a,l)(Q)^F((u,a),Q), 
1) for function from W\+ tVJ= {v + (u, a); veW\, (u,a)e Wl), 
2) for functions (u, a)eWl(Q) with a non-negative (a non-positive) side 
aveL„(dQ) 
3) for an arbitrary function from W^. 
For the proof of 1) let us consider (u, a) e W\ + Wl. The proof is similar to the 
proof of Theorem 13 in [7]. Firstly, we extend the function (u, a) from Q to the 
bounded domain Q*ZDQ. 
There exists (u*, a*)e W\i(Q*) satisfying (see [7]) 
(12) u* = u on Q, a* = a on Q, a* = 2a on 3Q 
and 
u*\a*-aeW\(Q*-Q). 
Let there be 
exp(|jc|2/(|jt:|2-/z2)) for \x\<h and Kh(x) = ^ o)h(x), 
(oh(x) = < where R = I OJI(JC) djc 
I JI*I<I 









(15) un—(u,a) in Wl(Q\ 
(16) f Kh(x-y)dx->\ uniformlyfor yedQ. 
Ja 2 
From (14) and owing to Jensen's inequality (Theorem 4) we obtain 
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J(uh, 0) = jвf ( £ K
h(x -y) da*(y)) dx = 
= f / ( f Kh(x-y)da*(y),\ Kh(x-y)dy)dx^ 
Jí2 V Jí2* Ja* 
« f f ЃҐЧ*-y)d/(a*,A)(y)dx = 
Jí2 Jí2* 
- / / . . . • / / • . . • / / . . . 
x є ß y є ß x є ß 
y є ß y є Ә ß УєSЙ 
where 5* = {* eQ*- Q ; dist (JC, 3Q)<h}. 
For the estimation of the first and second integral we use (12), (13) and (16) 
| | . - . ^ | f l d / ( a , A ) = / ( a , A ) ( 0 ) , 
y e£2 
/ / . . . = / / Kh(x -y) d/(2a, 0)(y) dx - j - * ± £ d/(2a, 0) = 
y e S Q y e 3 f l 
= /(a,0)(3O)=/(a,A)(9.Q), 
since X(3Q) = 0. 
Since n ^ ? = 0 w e conclude 
h>0 




Thus we obtain f(a, ?i)(Q)^Um.J(uh, Q). 
h—>0 
On the other hand, we conclude from (15) Jirjj J(uh, Q) ^ F((u, a), Q) and 
hence 
(17) limJ(uh,Q)=f(a,Q)=f(a,X)(Q) = F((u,a),Q). 
Now we prove 2). Let (u,a)eW]1 possess the side av-^0 (see [7]). By the 
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method of regularization such measures avh GL11(3Q), h >0 can be found that are 
absolutely continuous with respect to the Hausdorff measure dS on 3Q and satisfy 
av„^0, avh * av in LJ3Q). 
n—0 
The existence of such measures follows from Lemma 1 in [7]. In addition to the 
above it is proved in [7] that the side av satisfies 
(18) a£|9.Q = v,av, i = l , ...,N, 
where v = (vi, ..,, vN) is the exterior normal to 3Q. Thus, let us set 
(19) aih=ai on Q, aih = viavh on 3.Q, i = l , . . . , N . 
In [7] (see proof of Theorem 14) it is proved that 
(20) (u,ah)eW\+yVl, (u,ah)^(u,a) in Wl 
and that the side of (u,ah) is avh. 
Now we shall use the first part of the proof for the functions (u, ah) e W\ + vVl, 
h>0. Our next aim is to prove 
(21) f(a,X)(Q) = \imf(ah,X)(Q), 
(22) F((u, a), Q)^UmF((u, ah), Q). 
These inequalities imply the desired inequality (11). 
Ising Theorem 6, (18), (19) and the fact that av ^ 0, avh ^ 0 , A (3Q) = 0 we obtain 
/ ( a , A ) ( 3 f l ) = f f(p-,o)dav=\ f(v, 0) dav, 
Jaa \Qav / Jaa 
f(ah, k)(SQ) = f / (J
2-- , o) davh = f f(v, 0) davh. Jaa \aavh / Jd& 
With regard to (20) and using f(v, 0) e C(3Q) we deduce (21). The assertion (22) 
is proved in the more general form 
(23) if ueWl uneW\+vVl, un—u in W\, then 
F(u,Q)^lmiF(un,Q). 
n—>°° 
For the proof we use the same method as in the proof of Theorem 1 in [8]. Owing 
to (15) and (17), there exist unk e W\, n,k = \, 2, ..., such that unk-^un in Wl, 
J(unk, Q) -» F(un, Q) as k-»o°. With respect to the Theorem 13 in [7], these 
sequences satisfy ||w„it||wi—• ll"«ll wl-
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From un^u in Wl it follows sup ||wn||wM
1<00. Thus there exist R>0 and 
a sequence of positive integers {kn} such that llwnfcllw.
1^/? for all n and k^kn and 
H u J w ^ R for all n, ||U||WM-SS_R-
With regard to Lemma 2 in [8], the weak topology in the ball {veWl; 
|| v || wM
x ^ R } can be metrized by some metric g. Then, for each index n, there exists 
an index l(n) such that for wn = un,i(n) there is satisfied 
1 - 1 
g(wn-un,0)<-,J(wn,Q)^F(un,Q) + -, n = \, ... n n 
Hence and from 
g(wn -u, 0)^g(un -u, 0) + g(wn -un, 0) 
we conclude that wn--u as n—>*>. 
With respect to the definition of the functional F we obtain 
F(u, Q)^UmJ(wn, Q)^\im /F(W„, 0 ) + -M = lim F(un, Q) 
»-*- \ nj n_oo 
and hence the relation (23) is proved. 
Finally we prove the assertion 3) using the assertion 2). We assume that 
(u, a)e Wl possesses the side aveL^Q). There exists a Hahn decomposition 
^Q = F+u^~, F+nr~ = 0, F+, F~ e® such that a + = av, a~ = 0 on r
+, a + = 0, 
a~= —av on F~ and av = at — av, at, av^0. 
Let us set a) = a2 = a( on Q, 
a) = 2v(at, a
2=—2via~ on ^Q, i = l, ..., N. 
With respect to Theorem 14 in [7], the functions (u, a1) and (u, a2) belong to the 
space Wl and moreover (u, a1) possesses the side 2 a t and (u, a2) possesses the 
side — 2av. Evidently (u, a) = \ (u,al) + \ (u, a2) is valid. The convexity of the 
functional J implies the convexity of the functional F and hence 
(24) F((u, a), Q)^\F((u, a1), Q) + \F((u, a2),Q). 
Using Theorem 6 and the homogeneity of the function / , we obtain 
f(a,X)(Q)=f(a,X)(Q) + f(a,X)(F+) + f(a,X)(F~) = 
= f(a,X)(Q) + f(va+v,0)@Q) + f(-vav-,0)@Q) = 
= f(a,X)(Q) + \f(a\0)@Q) + \f(a2,0)@Q) = 
= \f(a\X)(Q) + \f(a2,X)(Q). 
From (24) and owing to the proved assertion 2, we deduce the required inequality 
(in. 
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Remark 9. From Theorem 9 it follows that 
(25) F((u, a), Q) = f(a, A ) ( 0 ) + / ( a , 0)(8O), 
where (u, a)e Wl(Q). 
The functional f(a, X)(Q) is closely related to the function F(u, Q), which is 
defined by Serrin in [5]: 
F(w, 0 ) = inf {Jim J(un, On); uneLl,loc(Q)nC
1(Qn), 
un-*u in Lijoc(O), Qn/Q}. 
Let us set a =a on O, a = 0 on 3 0 . 
Then with respect to [7], (u, a)e W\ and evidently 
f(a,\)(Q)=f(a,\)(Q) = F((u,a),Q). 
The side of the function (u, a) is equal to zero and for each such function it is 
proved in [8] that 
F((u,a),Q)=f(u,Q). 
J. Serrin proved in [5] the relation 
F(w,O) = l i m J ( ^ , O 0 , 
where 
uh(x) = J K
h(x-y)u(y) dy, Qh = {x e Q ; dist (x, 3Q)>h}. 
Ja 
From the preceding we conclude 
/ (a ,A) = F(w,O) = l imJ(w / l ,O0. 
Now let (u, a) possess the side av eLtl(3Q). We use the Hahn decomposition 
av = at~ — av, dQ = T
+ur" (see the proof 3) in Theorem 9). Let us set sign av = 1 
on K+ and sign av = — 1 on F~. 
Using Theorem 6 we can write 
/(«.o)Ofl)-J[o/(5gI,o)d|«,|-
= [ / (v , 0) d|av| + f / ( - v , 0) d|a„| = f / (v sign av, 0) d|a„|, 
Jr+ Jr Jan 
for we have 3 Q =v , which is a consequence of a.|9.Q = Viav (see [7]). 
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R e m a r k 10. Let us especially consider 
f(au ...,aN) = Vl+a
2+...+aN. 
In this case J(u, Q) denotes the functional of area, 
f(a,b) = Va2+...+aN+b
2, aeEN, b^O. 
As a consequence of Remark 9 we obtain 
f(a,0)(3Q)=( v / f > , s i g n a v )
2 d | a v | = [ d\av\. 
Jsa ' 1 = 1 Jaa 
To make the application of Theorem 9 clear we refer to the example in [8]. In that 
example we deduce 
F((u,a),Q) = F(u,Q)+ f d |a , | = l + f \g(x)\ dxu 
Jaa Jo 
R e m a r k 11. From Theorems 9 and 3 we conclude that the functional F is lower 
weakly semicontinuous in the space w£. 
In [8] this semicontinuity was proved under more general conditions but 
coerciveness of the functional J(u, Q) was supposed. In our special case the 
semicontinuity was proved without assumption of coerciveness. 
§ 4 . F = Ft 
The purpose of this paragraph is to prove the equality F = FU Then we present 
some important consequences of this result. 
Theorem 10. If 
(u,a)eW\(Q)+Wl(Q), 
then 
F((u,a),Q) = F1((u,a),Q). 
Evidently, the inequality Fi^F is valid (see the definitions in the introduction). 
It suffices to prove the reverse inequality. In the proof we use the regularized 
functions defined in § 3 by the formulas (12), (13). Owing to (15) and (17), the 
functions uh satisfy 
uh-^(u,a) in W\, J(uh,Q)-^>F((u,a),Q) as /*—>0. 
The proof Theorem 10 is based on the following theorem. 
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Theorem 11. Let u'h e Lx(dQ) be the trace of the function uh e W\ from (13) and 
let u'eLi(3Q) be the trace of the function (u, a)e W\+ Wl. Then u'h-^u' as 
h—>0 in the norm of the space L\(dQ). 
Proof. Assertion (15) implies only u'h-*u' in L„(dQ) (see [7]). Let us denote 
d = a on fl, d = 0 on BQ and a' = a—d. In [7] it is proved that (u, a), 
(0, a')e Wl and the trace of the function (u, a ) belongs to the space LX(SQ). From 
the assumption (u, a)e W\ + Wl we deduce that the trace of the function (0, a') 
belongs to Li(dQ), too. Evidently (u, a) = (u, d) + (0, a') is satisfied. Now we 
shall choose a function u e W\(Q) possessing the same trace on 3Q as the function 
(u, a) (see [6]). 
We can write the following decomposition 
(u, a) = u + (0, a') + [(u, a) — w] 
for all (u, a) e W\ + Wl, hence it is clearly sufficient to prove Theorem 11 only for 
functions of the following three types: 
1) (u,a)eW\(Q), 
2) (u,a)eW\ + Wl, u = 0 on Q, 
3) (u, a)e Wl with the side and the trace equal to zero. 
1) In this case the extension (u*, a*) of (u, a) can be constructed so that 
(u*, a*)e W\(Q*) (see [1]). By (12) we define uh. It is known that in this case 
uh-*(u, a) in the norm of the space W\(Q) and hence (see [1]) their traces 
satisfy u'h-±u' in Li(3Q). 
2) In this case the extension (u*, a*) satisfies 
u* = 0 on Q,u*\a*-aeW\(Q*-G) 
and the function u*\a*-a possesses the trace 2u' on 3Q (where u' is the trace of 
the function (0, a)). Let e >0 be fixed. Let us choose the function cp e C(Q* -
Q) such that 
(26) \\u*\a*-a ~ (p\\wl\a*-G)<£. 
In [7] it is proved (see the relation (57)) that 
(27) f Kh(x-y)cp(y)dy-*-cp(x) as h-*0 
Ja*-a z 
in the norm of the space L\(dQ). 
From (26) we conclude that \\q>\*a-2u'\\LxiW^C-E. With regard to (26), (27) 
we obtain 
iirri f \Wh(x)-u'(x)\dS(x) = 
h-+0 }dQ 
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= lim f If Kh(x-y)u*(y)dy-u'(x) dS(x)^ 
h~*° Jaa | Ja* 
^Ita f If Kh(x - y)<p(y) dy - u'(x) dS(x) + 
+ H ^ f f Kh(x-y)\cp(y)-u*(y)\dydS(x)^Ce. 
h^° Ja Ja*-a 
The theorem on imbedding from W\(Q)-+Li(dQ) has been used. For the proof of 
the case 3) we use the following inequalities 
(28) | |w | |L l ( 3«)^c ( i | | u |U l ( s , )+ | | W | k 1 ^ for u e W\(Q) 
and 
(29) \\u\\Ll(sh)^C'h-\\u\\wS(Sh) for ueWl(Q), where 
iV 
l|M|k' = 2IKIU,> Sh = {xeQ; dist (x, d£2)<h) 
i = l 
and C is independent of u and (h being sufficiently small). For the completness we 
suggest the proof of these inequalities. The boundary ^Q e C1 can be covered by 
the finite number of the cubes Ku ., KR. Let us consider the corresponding 
decomposition y-, ..., yR of the unit with respect to these cubes (see [1]). Now it is 
sufficient to prove (28), (29) for the function u • y- with the support in Kr, r = 1, . . . , 
R. Then we carry out a linear transformation of coordinates, so that it remains to 
prove (28) and (29) for u e W\(KnQ) with the support in (KnQ) u (KndQ). 
The set ^QnK can be described by xN = a(x')eC\ x' = (xu ..., xN-i). For 
a smooth u we obtain 
u(x',a(x')) = u(x',a(x')-s) + f Э " ( * ' ' § N ) dg„, 
Ja( Ja(x)-s дxN 





from which we deduce 
h • \\u ||Li(8.QoK)^C(\\u \\Lx(Sh) + h • ||w | | W l \s h ) ) 
for u e W\(QnK), which implies (28). 
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,<sfc) for ueft\(QnK). 
Thus, (29) is proved for u e W\(Q). Now we prove (29) for u e \&l(Q). For this 
purpose we use Theorem 4 from [7]. With respect to this theorem for u e }Vl(Q) 
there exists un e W\(Q), n = l, 2, ..., such that un—»(u, a) in Wl and 
||M*c l | |L1(o)^C||a,||L l l(a) for i = l,...,N, 
where the constant C is independent of n. Using semicontinuity of the norm with 
respect of the w*-convergence, we obtain 
||K|h(s fc)^!im ||ufl||Ll(sfc)^C-/i||ii|k l l
,(sII) 
for u e \&l. Now let us extend u to Q * => Q by zero and let us consider uh from (12), 
(13). 
Evidently, for uh we have 
HWhll^S^^l lwI lL^,), llMfclkAs^^llulk^CSa,). 
From (28) and (29) we deduce 
HMAIIL-OO^C \T \Wh\\Lx(Sh)+ \\uh\\Wx\SJ\ ^ 
c ř - ||M|k,(safc)+ l|w|kMvsJ^ 
= c^||u|kAs^+l l" I IV(s^)^C|| M |k,; (Sтh)-
With respect to the fact that (u, a) e \&l(Q) with a = 0 on 3Q, we deduce a, = 0 
on SQ, i = 1, ..., 1V (see [7]) and hence 
IMIV(s2,,)-*0 as / ,->0 
for functions of the third type. Thus, Theorem 11 is proved. 
Proof of Theorem 10. Let us consider the function (u,a)eW\+Wl and 
uh e W\, h>0 its regularization from (13). Let us denote by u', u'heLi(3Q) the 
traces of-these functions. With regard to (15), (17) and Theorem 11 the following 
relations are satisfied 
u„—(u,a) in W\(Q), u'h-+u' in Lx(dQ) 
J(uh,Q)-*F(u,Q) as /i->0. 
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Let us denote Qh = {x eQ ; dist (x, 3Q)>h}, Sh = Q-Qh. In [1] there is proved 
the existence of the functions vh e W\ possessing the traces v'h = u' — u'h on SQ and 
satisfying 
(30) \\vh\\Wl^C\\u' -u'h\\Ll(da)^Q as h-*0, 
where the constant C is independent of h. 
It can be easily seen that uh + vh^(u, a) in W
l
u(Q) and u'h + v'h=u' on 3Q. 
Owing to the assertion 5 of Theorem 1 we obtain 
(31) | / (f l i )- /(f l2) |^C|fl i-f l2 | , aua2eEN. 
Thus, from (30), (31) and from the definition of Fi we conclude 
FI((M, a), Q)^UmJ(uh+vh, Q)^ 
^JJmJ(w/.,-2)+limJ [f(Vuh + Vvh)-f(Vuh)]dx^ 
h—0 /.-»() Ja 
^F((u,a),Q) + UmC \ \Vvh\ dx^F((u, a), Q), 
/,-,° Ja 
and the proof is complete. 
Remark 12. Let us assume u0eW\. 
1) The functional Fi evidently satisfies 
inf Fl(u,Q)= inf J(u,Q). 
ueu0+vVM
! ueuo+vVi 1 
Theorem 10 implies that this equality is valid if we substitute F instead Fu 
2) If u e u0+ V̂ l is the solution of the boundary value problem 
J(u,Q)= inf J(v,Q), 
v euo+vVi 
then u is also the solution of the boundary value problem . 
J(u,Q)= inf xF(v,Q). 
v euo+vVM 
3) The functional Fi is weakly lower semicontinuous on the space W\ + Wl (see 
the Remark 11). In [8] the semicontinuity of Fi has been proved only on 
u0+W\. 
Int the next theorem a classical inequality from [9] will be generalized and 
strengthened. 
Theorem 12. Suppose that the functions U\ = (u\, a t) , u2 = (u2, a2) e W
l
u possess 
the traces fiu fi2eLu(3Q). If ux is a solution of the boundary value problem 
F(uuQ)= inf F(v,Q), then 
uea + vV* 
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(32) F(uu Q)^F(u2, Q)+[ f(v sign (/,,-(h), 0) d\(h-02| 
is va/id (see Remark 9). 
If u2 is also a solution of the corresponding boudary value problem, then 
(33) |F(i* l f Q)-F(u2, fl)|^max ( f f(v sign Qtl-fi2), 0) d\pl-fi2\, 
> Jan 
[ f(vsign(l',2-r>nO)d\p1-(h\)^C [ d|/,\-/,'2|. Jda / Jaa 
If, particularly f(a) = Vl + \a\2, then 
(34) |F(fllffl)-F(fl2ffl)|^f d|/,W;2|. 
Jaa 
Remark 13. Let us assume that uuu2eW\ solve the boundary value problem in 
the sense of Remark 12. If f(a) = Vl + \a |2, then Remark 12 and the relation (34) 
imply 
(35) | J ( i i l f f l ) - J ( i * 2 f f l ) | ^ f Iwl-iiJldS, 
Jaa 
where u\, u'2eL\(dQ) are the traces of the functions uu u2. If u eC(Q)nC*(Q) 
solves the equation for the minimal surfaces, then we find out easily (owing to the 
mentioned inequality from [9]) that u e W\(Q) and that u solves the variational 
boundary value problem in Wu Then the estimate from [9] is a consequence of 
(35) if u2 = const. 
Proof. Let us set d, = v,-(0i — fi2) on 8A, d, = 0 on A (see [7]). Then the function 
(0, d)eWl possesses the trace Pi — fi2 (see [7]) and hence (u
2, a2 + d)eW]l 
possesses the trace fiu Owing to Theorem 9 we obtain 
F(uu Q)^F((u
2, a2 + a), A) = 
= /(a 2 ,A)( f l )+/(a 2 + d,0)(3fl). 
With regard to the assertion 2 and 4 from Theorem 2 we conclude 
f(a2 + a, 0)(8A)(8A) = 2/(2 a
2 + \ a, 0 ) ( 3 A ) ^ 
ІÌ 2 *Zf(a, 0)(dQ) + f(d, 0)(B£2). 
Using Remark 9, we deduce 
F(uu £2)^f(a
2, ?.)(Q)+f(a\ 0)(dQ)+f(d, 0)(dQ) = 
= F(u2, Q)+[ f(v sign ((h-ft2), 0) d | 0 , - ( h \ , 
JBO 
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since the function (0, d ) possesses the side 0- - fi2 (see [7]). The inequality (33) can 
be obtained from (32) exchanging ux and u2. Owing to the Remark 10, the 
inequality (34) is a consequence of (33). 
By reason of Theorem 10 we deduce a remarkable theorem for the furiction from 
Wl, which strengthens essentially 
Theorem 4) ii) and Theorem 13 from [7]. 
Theorem 13. If (u,a) W\ + Wl then there exist functions uh e W\, h>0 such 
that uh — (u, a)e Wl, uh-~(u, a) in W^ 
||M/,||L1(O)->||M||L1(O) and | | i ^ | |L l ( o)^ | | a i | | M o) as h-+0, 
where i = 1, 2, ..., N. 
Proof. Let us set /(ai , ...,aN)= |ai | + ... + |aN | . Evidently, f(a, b) = f(a), where 
a eEN, b^O. With respect to Definition 1 and Theorem 9 we conclude 
F((u,a),Q)=f(a,X)(Q)= sup j?f(a(Ei))= \a\(Q). 
(Ei}e : t f (0 ) i = l 
With regard to Theorem 10, there exist functions 
uheW\, uhe(u,a)+Wl, h>0 such that 
N N 
uh—(u,a) in W
l„ S l I ^ I U - W ^ S l M k c o ) 
as h-*0, uh^(u, a) implies that Ha^L^o) ^ lim ||nfaJ|Ll(o), I = 1, ..., N. Thus, we 
h—*0 
deduce ||MfaJ|L,(0) —> ||a.||LM(o) as ft—>0 for i= 1, ..., N. Owing to the theorems on 
imbedding (see [7]), we conclude from uh-^(u, a) that uh-^u in LX(Q), i.e. 
| |W/, | |L I (Q) - » | | M | | L I ( O ) . 
5. Unicity 
J. Serrin proved in [5] (part 1.4 and 1.5) a unicity result and some further results 
for the functional F(u, Q) (see Remark 9). In this paragraph we present an 
analogous result for the functional F((u, a), Q) under somewhat more general 
assumptions than those in [5]. Methods of proofs are similar to those in [5], but 
using our result of the preceding paragraphs the proofs are simplified. Part of the 
results in this section can be proved with the help of Serrin's results in [5]. For this 
purpose a function (u, a) e Wl(Q) must be extended by a function from 
W\(Q* — Q) to a larger domain Q* and then we can use the equality f = F on Q* 
(see Remark 9). This equality was proved in [8] for the function u e W^(Q) 
possessing the side av = 0 on dQ. 
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Let us denote by a ', as the regular and singular parts of the measure a eL*(Q) 
with respect to the Lebesque measure A. From Remark 6 we obtain 
(36) F((u, a), Q) = f(a, l)(Q) + f(a, 0)(Q) = 
-L'(%)"+Lnm-°)™-
Thus, from (36) we conclude that 
(37) d/(q,AV= /do; | tdf(a,X)Xf(^L 0) 
(37) dA M d A ' ' \ d\as\ I r\d\as\'U)-
The function / is supposed to be continuous, non-negative, convex and satisfying 
f(a)^C(l + \a\). 
Analogously as in [5] let us set 
(38) J(u,Q) = J((u,a),Q) = jj(^)d?i 
for (u, a)e Wl(Q) (the measure ar is uniquely determined by the function u). 
Theorem 14. 
1) The functional F is convex on Wl(Q). 
2) J(u, Q)^F((u, a), Q) for all (u, a)e W]>(Q). 
3 ) Lef the function f satisfy 
(39) / ( a ) ^ C , | a | - C 2 , where aeEN, C\>0. 
Suppose (u,a)eWl(Q). Then J(u, Q) = F((u,a), Q) if and only if 
(u,a)eW\ (i.e. a=ar). 
4) Lef us assume that f is strictly convex. Suppose U\ = (u\, ax), u2 = (u2, a2). If for 
some t e (0 , l ) there is satisfied 
(40) F(tu\ + (1 - t)u2, Q) = tF(u\, Q) + (1 - t)F(u2, Q), 
then a I = a 2. 
Proof. Assertion 1) is a consequence of the definition of F and of the convexity 
of the functional J. 
2) From (36) and from (38) we conclude 
F((u,a),Q)=f(a,\)(Q)^f(a,X)(Q) = J(u,Q). 
3) By reason of (39) we obtain f(a, 0 ) ^ C i | a | . 
Owing to (36) we deduce 
F((u,a),£2) = J(u,£2) + jj(^-l,0\d\a'\. 
If a * # 0 , then the integral in the equality is evidently positive. 
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4) Let us denote ut = (ut, at) = tu,\ + (\ — t)u2 for t e (0,1). 
Using Theorem 1, we obtain 
(41) f(art,k)(Q)^tf(a
r\,k)(Q) + (l-t)f(a2,k)(Q), 
(42) f(at, 0)(Q)^tf(a\, 0)(Q) + (\-t)f(a°2, 0)(Q). 
Adding (41) and (42) we obtain (40) and hence in (41) and (42) the equalities are 
valid. Then, from (41), we deduce 
Thus, the strict convexity of the function / implies 
dai &a2 . ~ 
— = — a .e .mfl . 
Theorem 15. Let us assume that f is strictly convex and satisfies (39). 
1) If U\ = (u\,ax) and u2 = (u2,a2) are two solutions of the same variational 
problem in Wl, i.e., 
(43) F(uu Q) = F(u2, Q)= inf. F(u, Q), 
ueui + W^ 
then a[=a2. 
2) If U\eW\ is the solution of the variational problem 
J(uuQ)= inf J(u,Q), 
u e u i + lV!1 
then for all u2eu\ + Wl, u2J=U\ F(u2, Q)>J(u\, Q) is valid. 
Proof. 1) With regard to the convexity of the functional F and from (43) we 
conclude 
F(tii\ + (1 - t)u2) = tF(u\) + (1 - t)F(u2) for all t e (0, 1). 
Thus, it is sufficient to use the assertion 4) from the preceding theorem. 
2) With respect to Remark 12, U\ is also a solution of the boundary value 
problem in Wj. If F(u2, Q) = J(u\, Q) were satisfied, then owing to the proved 
assertion 1) we would deduce a[=a2 and hence J(u2, Q) = J(ux,Q) 
= F(u2, Q). By reason of the assertion 3) from Theorem 14 we conclude u2e W\ 
and thus 
U\Xi = u2Xi a.e. in Q, for i = 1, 2, ..., N . 
U\, u2 possess the same trace and hence U\ = u2. 
Remark 14. Only partial unicity has been proved. This is due to the fact that the 
function / is never strictly convex, because of the equality 
f(ka,kb) = kf(a,b), k^O. 
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With regard to Remark 6, the functional F satisfies 
F ( ( M , a ) ^ ) = / o / ( ^ ) d A + / Q / ( ^ _ , 0 ; i d K | . 
If as ± 0, then non-strictly convexity can be presented in the second integral. Now 
we present an example, where the functional F is not strictly convex on the set 
E x a m p l e . Let us consider f(a) = V l + \a\2, Q = {x eE2y | J C | < 1 } . Let us define 
fi eLti(dQ) by the prescription 
0 = 0 on {( jc,, jc2)e3.G; J C , ^ 0 } , 
l')=dS on { ( jc , , jc2 )e8.2; J C I > 0 } , 
where dS is a one-dimensional Lebesque measure on BQ. There exist functions 
(wi, a i ) , (M2, a2) e Wl(Q) with the trace p and satisfying Mi = 0, u2= 1 on Q (see 
[7]). These functions are uniquely determined. 
Their inner traces satisfy (see [7]) 0? = O, fi2 = dS. The sides of these functions 
satisfy (see [7]) a l v =P —/??, a2v = 0 — 02 . Remark 10 implies 
F((ut,ai), Í2)= í dA+ f d |a l v | = 2jr 
Ja Jsa 
and 
F((w2 ,a2), Q) = 2x. 
Let us set 
(wr, a,) = f(wi, a i ) + (1 - t)(u2, a2) 
for 0 < f < l . 
This function satisfies 
ut = 1 — t onQ, aty = ta\v + (1 — t)a2v 
From this we obtain 
F((и 2 , a 2 ) , Í2) = f dЛ + f dleь, | = 2я. 
Jß J Ә Й 
Thus, the functional F is not strictly convex on the set w 0+ V^i, where u0e W\ is the 
function with the trace 
^eL1(SQ). 
6. The principle of the maximum 
The classical principle of the maximum asserts that if we have ut ^ u2 on BQ two 
solutions Mi, M2 of the equation for the minimal surface, then M I ^ M 2 on Q. 
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We prove this principle of the maximum in a somewhat weakened form for the 
solution of the boundary value problem for the functional F, on the space Wl(Q). 
For this purpose we use the results from § 4 and § 5. 
Definition 4. Let us consider (uu ai), (u2,a2)eW^ with the traces fiu 
!>2eLn(dQ). We say that (uu ax)^(u2, a2) iff Ui^u2 in Li(Q) and />i^/>2 in 
L„(dQ). 
Theorem 16. Let uu resp. (i2e W^, be the two solutions of the boundary value 
problem in Wl with the boundary concition u\, resp. u'2eLx(dQ). Let us assume 
that u[^u2 a.e. in dQ. Then there exists a solution v e W^ of the boundary value 
problem with the boundary contition u2 and satisfying Ui^v. 
The same assertion for the revers inequality is valid. 
Proof. The equality F = Fi implies the existence of the functions un, ule W\ 
such that ulr^Ui, u2n-*u2 in W^ and 
J(un, Q)^F(uuQ) + - , un\da = u'u n 
J(un, Q)^F(u2, Q) + - , u
2
n\da = W2, n 
(where w„|3« is the trace of un on 3Q, for i = 1, 2). 
Let us set vn=max(un, u
2), wn = min (un, ul). Evidently vn\da = u2 and 
Wn\aa = Ui. 
Now let n be fixed. There exists a decomposition Q =EiuE2, where Eu E2 are 
measurable and un^un on Eu un<un on E2. 




jEt JE2 n 
i.e. 
f f(Vu2n)dx^\ f(Vun)dx--. 
JEX JEI n 
Thus, we conclude 




n) djc + 
IE, JE2 JEX 
+ \ f(Vu2n) dx +-^J(u
2
n, Q) + -^F(u2, Q) + - . 
JE2 n n n 
Owing to this inequality, {vn} is a minimizing sequence for the boundary value 
problem with the boundary condition u2. The norms HfnllvVo-) are bounded, 
because Hfnllw,1 ^ llwillwi1 + II^H^1 . The ball in the space Wl is weakly compact 
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(see [7]). Thus, there exists a subsequence {vnk} and v e Wl such that vnk^v. Thus, 
vnk\aa are weakly convergent in L^Q) to the trace of the function v e Wl, i.e., v 
possesses the trace u2. The function v solves the variational problem with the 
boundary condition u2, since 
F(v)^limJ(vnk)^F(u2). 
fc—•<» 
From unk-~fi\ and from vnk-^v as k—>oo we conclude (see [7]) that u„k-*U\ and 
vnk—*v in Li(.Q) and hence U\^v a.e. in Q, because unk^vnk a.e. in Q. Thus we 
conclude that U\^v. For the proof of the reverse inequality we use wn instead of 
vn. 
If one of the solution of the variational problem belongs to the space W\, then 
Theorem 16 can be strengthened. 
Theorem 17. Let us suppose that f is strictly convex and satisfies (39). Let 
U\ e W\, resp. u2e Wl, be the two solutions of the variational problem in Wl, with 
the boundary condition u\, resp. u2, where u\, u'2eL\($Q). 
If u\^u2 a.e. in ^Q, then U\^u2. 
Proof. From the preceding Theorem we deduce that there exists v e Wl solving 
the variational problem with the boundary condition u\ and satisfying v ^ u2. With 
regard to Theorem 15, 2) on unicity we conclude that U\ = v. 
R e m a r k l 5 . 1 ) I n Theorem 17 it is sufficient to assume that U\ is the solution of 
the variational problem in W\, because of the Remark 12, § 4, it is also the solution 
of the same problem in Wj. 
2) Let us set U\ = K (constant). Evidently, U\ is the weak solution of the 
corresponding Euler equation and hence the minimum of the functional F on the 
set U\ + W\. 
With respect to Remark 15 and Theorem 15 it is also the minimum on the set 
U\ + Wl. Thus, if u2^K a.e. on ^Q, then u2^K in Wl, where u2 is the solution of 
the variational problem with the boundary condition u2. 
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Резюме 
В настоящей работе авторы продолжают предыдущую работу касающуюся прямых вар­
иационных методов в нерефлексивных пространствах. В этой работе построена и рассмотрена 
функция мер при помощи которой возможно подходящим образом анализировать решение 
вариационных задач типа минимальных поверхностей. 
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